
                       

Law of Life 7 - One Light (Inspired by 'The Secret of Light,' Walter Russell)

Welcome to another drop that sings of the Light, that great mystery that we are just
beginning to uncover. Tesla said about this and other works of Russell that they should be
sealed for 1000 years and only then given to humanity. 100 years have passed and I am
opening them for you, brilliant souls who trust in God, who faithfully rests in your Soul,
and with His Peace unwaveringly invites you to Himself. At some point, we all want Him,
Peace..., we all languish without His help and exhausted under the weight of our own
efforts, we fall to our knees.

When I first went over Russell's The Secret of Light, I was blown away by the simplicity
with  which  it  reveals  God or  the  backstage of  creation  and the  power  it  has  on my
perception. He says that a masterpiece created with God needs the same master's eye to
recognize it. Surely the ether of the message is lost in translation, and even one drop
taken from the ocean of Light cannot quench the thirst for comprehensive understanding.
But the drops collect in puddles and ponds... for those among you who regularly enjoy
them. Let this drop be the beginning of breaking free from the thousands of years of
weakness memes that push you into disfavor with the circumstances and things of this
world and invite you into the certainty that you are the Source from which all that you
have, including the things and circumstances that you think condition you, come from.

Introduction
-From The Divine Iliad- Walter Russell

"I am One Whole, I am All.
Crown me, that I Am, for I am All and there is no other.

I, sexless, am Oneness. What I Am, you are, for you are Me; you are the Whole.
Glorify yourself, for thereby you glorify Me.

I, the One Whole, Am the Eternal Mind.
I Am to think. All thinking is the Light of My Knowing,

but My thinking is not Me. I am the Creator, I create with my thought.
From My Light Knowing are My two rays,
born as a sexual pair to repeat Eternity.

To think is to create. I create with Light.
There is nothing that is not Light. I think the idea. Light perceives My idea

in the two sexual rays of My Thought and a form is born in the image of My Thought.
Form does not exist, nor does My imagination.

These do not exist because they are not Me. Only I am.
I create my imaginary body by inhaling the pulsating universe of Me.

My universe is My image; but My image is not Me.
Everything is My image, but it is not Me, although I am in them and they in Me."
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One Light God is Light and Light is God. God is the Universal Mind. Mind is Light. Mind
knows.  Mind  thinks  what  it  knows.  Mind thinks  in  two opposing  rays,  simultaneously
projected from their source of concentrated white Light, repeating successively in cycles.
God's thinking and imagination are attributes of God's Knowing, which is timeless and still.

Creator and creation God, the Creator, is all that is, that has Being. The creation of the
universe of things is the phenomenon of movement, a transitory world for our senses that
disappears only to reappear. It has no Thruth, but simulates Thruth through the illusion of
two-way projected Light in motion. God, the Creator, is one Being, one Person, one Mind,
one Thinker, one Self, one Life, one Soul, one Power, one Truth. Creation is the rendered
patterned form of God's thought, built in His image. It is the body of God, the record of
His thinking, which He created to express His Oneness, His Love, His Reason, His Soul and
His Power, which is only in Him. God's thinking and imagination are timeless and static.
Thus, human thinking and imagination are also timeless and static, like God's Knowing.

Stillness can never be movement or become movement,
but it can seem like it is. Movement only appears, but stillness always is.

Universal equilibrium can never be other than one's own equilibrium,
but it may seem that it is not.

The illusion of motion originates from rest and returns to rest.
This is the universe of rest.

Mind knows Its One Idea of Creation as One Whole. Mind divides its idea of the One
Whole into apparent parts. Hence the illusion of motion, which we call creation, and the
illusion  of  substance,  which  we  call  matter.  Substance,  matter,  motion,  time,  change,
magnitude or dimension do not exist. It is only the Light of eternal Knowing.

There is only one Mind and one Thinker. The One Light of eternal Mind is God's Self. It is
this universal Self that centers all the self-creating bodies of God's Self. This self-creating
universe is the mind imagined body of God, it is the record of God's thought. We can know
God. We cannot know His body, but we can see it. Likewise, we can know a man, but we
cannot know his body, but we can see it. What is God, man is.

Apparent Duality We apparently live in two universes; in the stationary universe of the
Eternal Mind and in the moving universe of Seeing the rhythmic undulation of His thought.
We cannot see the universe of God's Knowing - the Thinker, nor can we know the universe
of the waves of His thinking - creation.

The universe of One Eternal Light is all that is..., a vibrating universe of thought waves of
perception, it  only seems. The One and Only God's Light watches over all  creation at
countless points that man finds but does not see. His senses fool him into believing in a
force called magnetism that attracts compass needles and lifts steel. This phenomenon of
motion  is  due  to  electricity,  not  magnetism.  The  light  of  eternal  Mind  is  completely
stationary..., it neither attracts nor repels. 
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We are beginning to understand the nature and purpose of the two electrical workers
who, through their interweaving, create the Light mirage of movement and successively
tear it apart to rebuild it. No tree really dies, no creature really dies. It loses the sheath
that these eyes see, but only so that it can be occupied again. Light understanding will
give the foundation to the knowledge of seeing through the reflection that deceives these
senses.

It is essential for me not to overlook the point on which I stand and to jump from seeing
matter to spiritual knowing... so that I live more and more in the universe of the Light of
omniscient  Mind  and  less  in  the  universe  of  electric  waves  of  the  perception  of  His
thinking. I know that my power lies in the stillness of the center, in the Zero Point, and not
in the movement by which I actuate the Still Knowing. I know that the still Being, God, is
within me. I also accept the rising consciousness of the Light within me, because with It
comes the awareness of Its Purpose and the power to fulfill It.

I experience the universe of Light as it is, instead of believing what my physical senses
convince me. This eternally creating universe that seems so real to me 

is a cosmic movie imagined by the Master Dramatist. It is an electrically projected 
color spectrum of Light and sound waves, a dance of cause and effect, 

painted on the black canvas of the imagination of space and time.

Cause and Effect Cause is real. the effect is a simulation of reality. Your Being is the
cause, its self-creating* body is the effect.
*  The word self-creative does not convey that the body creates itself. Only the tranqill Intelligence
occupying the body can be creative (See The Secret of Light). The self-creative communicates that
there is no force outside the domain of the One that can create the body of the One.

God's universe of Light is still. Light's universe of constantly creative electric waves or of
two moving lights, is dynamic, forever in motion. Two moving lights are projected through
each  other  from  the  still  One,  creating  the  semblance  of  the  idea  they  enact.  The
apparition of light, which through apparent movement actualizes the idea of Creation, is
not the idea it apparently actualizes. The product of Mind is not the idea it simulates. No
idea of Mind is ever created, but is simulated in form and motion. The idea is eternal and
belongs  to  God's  quiescent  universe  of  knowing.  The  form  of  an  idea  in  matter  is
transitory, but eternally recurring as the transitory form of an idea.

Positive principle The foundation of the spiritual universe is Silence; balanced Silence of
the One Divine Light. Balanced Silence is a positive principle of stability and unity. There
are no denials in it.

The Negative  Principle The  foundation  of  the  physical  universe  is  motion;  an  ever-
changing movement arising from a pair of unbalanced conditions that must always move
to  seek the  balanced Silence of  Oneness  from which  they emerge as  a  pair  of  One.
Unbalanced movement is the negative principle of instability, multiplicity and separateness
that is this physical universe of electrical octave waves of conflicting lights. 
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There is no positive in the negative principle. It consists entirely of pairs of negations
which cancel each other's action and reactio forever, thus negating each other by not
allowing each other to go beyond their fixed zero of universal silence.

The quantity-generating Quality The Still Universe of the Light of God-Knowing is the
invisible, unchanging, unconditioned, and immeasurable Quality from which the visible,
changing,  conditioned, and measurable  quantities  originate,  simulating the Knowing of
Oneness through the bidirectional movement of waves. There is no word to express this
Quality,  so I use many words that have the same meaning but  different  connotation.
These  words  are...  Mind,  Consciousness,  Love,  Life,  Peace,  Truth,  Desire,  Knowledge,
Power,  Balance and Law. The Divine Quality  of  One Light is  seemingly converted into
quantities by being divided into pairs  of oppositely conditioned Light Pressures of  this
electrical universe. These split pairs are then multiplied into countless octave wave units of
Light Pressures and set in counter-directed motion, to create the illusion of sequence,
change, dimension, state, and time, in a universe where none of these effects of motion
exist.

A calm sea, for example, is an immutable, immeasurable Quality of Oneness, Sameness,
and Silence.  There  is  no  change on  its  still  surface,  nothing that  can  be  counted or
measured. When quantities of waves emanate from this Quality of Peace, these quantities
can  be  measured,  being  at  the  same  time  ever  changing,  without  two  points  being
similarly conditioned. This generative electrical universe is composed of the movement of
Waves of Light that emanate from the sea of One still Light. It is a universe of moving
pairs of quantities simulating the Quality of Peace from which these quantities originate.
The quantities  of  divided and conditioned pairs  of  opposite lights  simulating the One,
however, are not the One they simulate.

Let me conclude... . To think the Light, not so much that which comes from the sun, but
the Light as the creature of which I am, leads me to withdraw from the things that these
eyes see, to the conviction of how powerful I really am as the Light that only appears to
be a body . This message of the Light sobers me, what a Power I really am, that I am not
the  one  who  is  conditioned  by  the  consequences,  but  I  am  the  Source  of  these
consequences,  which  are  conditioned  by  me.  Every  now  and  then  I  come  across  a
contribution, this time from a Russian kriya master, in which he says that it is not the sea
that cleans you, but you are the ones who clean the sea, or not. My heart always sings
with such souls.

Look at how many brilliant souls testify to us about this great power that the Light gives
us, when they walked among the infected and remained untouched by these so-called
viruses or plagues. After thousands of years and countless examples of people remaining
untouched by  circumstances,  the  majority  of  humanity  has  allowed  themselves  to  be
intimidated by these invisible supposed threats. I am not saying that it is easy to shift the
belief from 'I am nothing, dependent on everything' to I am Everything and everything
depends on me. Certainly not. But I say to myself, if it all depends on what I give power to
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with my belief, why not, for a joke, start thinking that I am the Power of all Powers and
then see what will happen.

Apart from the teacher, who is an example of what was just said to me, I find that I am no
longer a prey to the usual traps of trapped thoughts. She wouldn't have even noticed if
everyone around her hadn't succumbed to them. Be it regular seasonal colds and flus,
age-related ailments or a global pandemic... and quarrelsomeness over things or actions
of others who still think they are powerless, dependent on things and attack us because of
it. From detachment, the trapped thought simply does not reach me. Detachment cannot
be improvised,  you can only  build  it  by  nurturing  inner  silence and accumulating  the
mileage of resting in the God that you are.

* * * * * * *
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